Background {#s1}
==========

The GRADE method (Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development and Evaluation) aims to provide a tool for rating the quality of evidence (particularly for effectiveness) and grading the strength of recommendations ([@R1],[@R2]). The tool is intended for use by those summarizing evidence for systematic reviews, as well as in clinical practice guidelines and health technology assessments. The method for rating the quality of evidence has significant implications for patients, health care professionals, policy- makers, and researchers. The GRADE method has been endorsed by many well-known organizations around the world ([@R3]).

Five of the eight criteria proposed in the GRADE method have the potential to decrease one\'s confidence in the correctness of the effect estimates: risk of bias, inconsistency of results across studies, indirectness of evidence, imprecision, and publication bias ([@R4]). Three further criteria are proposed that have the potential to increase this confidence: a large magnitude of effect with no plausible confounders, a dose-response gradient, and a conclusion that all plausible residual confounding would further support inferences regarding treatment effect. GRADE proposes these three criteria should be considered particularly in observational studies ([@R10]). The GRADE method proposes four levels for expressing the quality of evidence: high, moderate, low, and very low.

Key message
-----------

-   The quality of evidence during systematic reviews should be based on the degree of internal validity of each study and the consistency of findings across clinically homogeneous studies and, when feasible, also on publication bias.

The aim of this article is, firstly, to describe the conceptual meaning of each of the eight GRADE criteria, and to consider their ability to increase or decrease confidence in estimates of outcome of a systematic review. A second aim is to consider the conceptual homogeneity of the GRADE criteria, the rationale for weighting the GRADE criteria, and the rationale for summarizing the values decided for each criterion in order to reach the overall rating of confidence in the effect estimate.

The eight GRADE criteria for rating evidence {#s2}
============================================

The eight GRADE criteria, their potential to increase or decrease the grade of evidence, and the author\'s interpretation and conclusions are presented in [Table I](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

The GRADE criteria and the author\'s interpretations and conclusions.

  GRADE criteria                                                                      Author\'s interpretation of the GRADE criteria                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                Author\'s conclusion of the GRADE criteria   GRADE criteria for assigning level of evidence                                                                                                                    Author\'s conclusion of the GRADE criteria for assigning level of evidence
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Criteria which may decrease confidence in results                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   Limitations to study quality (risk of bias)                                        Reflects the (lack of) internal validity of the study. The foremost quality criterion in science                                                                                                                                                                                              Agree with the criterion                     Decrease with 1 or 2 levels if serious limitations (--1) or very serious limitations (--2) to study quality                                                       Decreasing with 1 or 2 levels is appropriate. In some cases decreasing with even 3 levels (e.g. evidence from high to very low) is justified
   Inconsistency                                                                      Reflects the (lack of) consistency of the results of a study                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Agree with the criterion                     Decrease with 1 or 2 levels if inconsistency is serious (--1) or very serious (--2)                                                                               Decreasing with 1 or 2 levels is appropriate
   Indirectness of evidence                                                           All studies synthesized in a systematic review should have similar patient populations, interventions, control interventions, and outcomes. It is not appropriate to do a meta-analysis combining direct and indirect evidence posing different hypotheses, except in network meta-analyses   Mostly disagree with the criterion           Decrease with 1 or 2 levels if serious (--1) or very serious indirectness (--2)                                                                                   Decreasing level of evidence is not appropriate when based on summarizing results from incommensurable studies. Network meta-analyses may allow decisions for decreasing level of evidence based on indirectness
   Imprecision                                                                        Reflects random error in outcome estimates. The wideness of confidence intervals is one result of a study or meta-analysis and should not be used as a quality criterion                                                                                                                      Disagree with the criterion                  Decrease with 1 or 2 levels if serious imprecision (--1) or very serious imprecision (--2)                                                                        Decreasing level of evidence based on degree of random error in the outcome estimates is not appropriate; the limitation shown by wide confidence intervals is a result of a systematic review
   Probability of publication bias                                                    Selective reporting of outcomes is a matter of internal validity of the study and belongs to the 'limitations to study quality' criterion. When individual studies are not at all published, the results of a systematic review are potentially biased                                        Agree with the criterion                     Decrease with 1 or 2 levels if publication bias likely (--1) or very likely (--2)                                                                                 Decreasing level of evidence is appropriate
  Criteria which may increase confidence in results                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   Large magnitude of effect                                                          This is a result of a study or meta-analysis and should not be used as a quality criterion. Large magnitude of effect may imply a high risk of biased results rather than increased confidence in results                                                                                     Disagree with the criterion                  Increase with 1 or 2 levels if large (+ 1) or very large (+ 2) evidence of association                                                                            Increasing level of evidence based on large magnitude of effect is not appropriate, because of a risk for biased conclusions
   Dose-response gradient                                                             Dose-response gradient often exists in studies assessing etiology of disease, but effectiveness of an intervention usually does not show a linear dose-response pattern                                                                                                                       Mostly disagree with the criterion           Increase with 1 level if evidence of a dose response gradient (+ 1)                                                                                               Increasing level of evidence based on a dose-response gradient is rarely appropriate when assessing effectiveness of an intervention
   Residual confounding would further support inferences regarding treatment effect   If some plausible confounders have not been documented, there is no credible way to determine how adjusting these parameters would alter the effectiveness estimates.                                                                                                                         Disagree with the criterion                  Increase with 1 level if all plausible confounders would reduce a demonstrated effect (+ 1) or would suggest a spurious effect if no effect was observed (+ 1).   Increasing level of evidence is not appropriate because the confounders cannot be documented. Consequently there is a risk for biased conclusions

Criteria that may decrease confidence in the results {#s3}
----------------------------------------------------

The first GRADE criterion---risk of bias---is conceptually a matter of the internal validity of a scientific study. The degree of risk of bias can be determined by reading carefully the methods section of each original study and assessing how well the planning and execution of the study was carried out. This has been a universal way in science to assess confidence in the trustworthiness of a particular study. There is also empirical evidence in medicine on how methodological imperfections in a randomized trial can influence effect estimates, which usually become exaggerated ([@R12]).

The second GRADE criterion---the inconsistency of results across studies included in a systematic review---means that the results deviate from each other, and this naturally leads to decreased confidence in the effectiveness estimates. If the original studies in a systematic review are clinically homogeneous (answering the same research question) and are all of high methodological quality but there is major inconsistency in the results, then statistical testing will probably show that there is heterogeneity in the results. In these cases, it seems evident that given the inconsistency in the results, confidence in the effectiveness estimates must be lower than if the results from each study were similar. Consistency across populations, interventions, comparison interventions, and outcomes may occur in its purest form in cases where a particular study has been undertaken to test the reproducibility of the findings. The reproducibility of results along with a high internal validity has been the universal criterion to determine the confidence of research findings in science.

The third GRADE criterion---indirectness---refers to any deviation in the research question or its operationalization between studies that are included in a systematic review; in other words, differences may be found in the PICOs (population characteristics, interventions, control interventions, or in outcome measures). Conceptually, only direct outcomes produce evidence that can be considered of adequate credibility for answering the research question. Surrogate outcomes may not be associated with the primary outcome. As an example, an intervention to treat osteoporosis may increase bone mineral density (surrogate outcome) but may not be associated with decreased occurrence of hip fracture (primary outcome). Thus, rather than assess the degree of indirectness it seems more plausible to analyse the direct and indirect outcomes separately and to produce two separate evidence propositions: taking the previous example further, one for the intervention\'s effectiveness on osteoporosis in increasing bone mineral density, and another for its effectiveness in preventing hip fracture. In this scenario the patients should know that there is, for example, very low confidence in treatment effectiveness for prevention of hip fracture, but high confidence for increasing the bone mineral density. The physician and the patient should then discuss the implications of this evidence in order to reach an appropriate treatment decision. To sum up, the study question according to PICO has to be followed consistently, i.e. all studies in the systematic review must have similar PICOs. However, in a network meta-analysis studies having both direct (e.g. occurrence of a hip fracture) and indirect (e.g. bone mineral density) outcomes can in some cases be used to obtain a summary estimate of the patient-relevant direct outcome measure (occurrence of a hip fracture). If evidence is produced by network meta-analyses, confidence in the effectiveness estimates may be lowered. Network meta-analysis is a promising tool for systematic reviews, but still requires conceptual and operational development ([@R13]).

The fourth GRADE criterion---imprecision---reflects conceptually the random variation in outcome estimates due to chance and is distinct from internal validity, which reflects the potential risk of obtaining biased estimates. If the original studies in a systematic review are clinically homogeneous (they have similar research questions and they are similar in regard to the patient, the intervention, the control intervention, the outcome, and the successful execution of the trial) and all have a low risk of bias, it is appropriate to undertake a meta-analysis and obtain a summary estimate of effectiveness. The 95% confidence interval is often interpreted as indicating a range within which we can be 95% certain that the true effect lies ([@R14]), and it allows also an interpretation of whether the clinically important results lay within or outside these confidence intervals. This information on the wideness of the confidence intervals can be used as a basis for clinical inferences, e.g. it allows a conclusion that confidence intervals have exceeded the minimal clinically important difference. It is not necessary to include imprecision as a separate criterion for confidence in the effectiveness estimate in a systematic review, but the confidence in results should concomitantly cover both the point estimate and the respective confidence interval. Whether confidence intervals are wide or narrow, the same probability exists of the point estimate lying within the limits of these confidence intervals. The uncertainness of the point estimate and its confidence interval is related to the risk of bias within the original studies, and to the imprecision of the results, respectively. For example, all else being equal, when the point estimate and confidence interval in one case is 0.5 (0.4--0.6) and in another case 0.5 (0.1--3.0) the degree of confidence in each result (taking into consideration both the point estimate and respective confidence interval) is the same---in the former case the point estimate is 0.5 and precision is very good (0.4--0.6), and in the latter case the point estimate is 0.5 but precision is very poor (0.1--3.0).

The fifth GRADE criterion that can decrease confidence in the outcomes of a systematic review is publication bias. Selective reporting of outcomes is a matter of the internal validity of an individual study, and should be included in the criterion for 'limitations to the study quality'. When individual studies are not published at all, biased results in systematic reviews may emerge. The existence of publication bias is one of the potential sources of risk of bias in systematic reviews. Conceptually publication bias decreases the internal validity of a systematic review. Whether or not this bias exists remains often speculative, even though indications of publication bias can be traced using e.g. funnel plot graphics. Mandatory registration of trials has increased the possibilities of identifying publication bias.

Criteria that may increase confidence in results {#s4}
------------------------------------------------

GRADE suggests considering rating up the quality of evidence in case of methodologically rigorous observational studies ([@R10]).

The first GRADE criterion that has the potential to increase one\'s confidence in the results is a large magnitude of effect. Conceptually this criterion refers to the properties of the study object, i.e. how large an effect the cause (intervention) can bring about in the outcome of a particular study population and setting. Secondly it shows the degree to which this effect has been seen in a particular study. The first conceptualization poses a problem: How can the inherent property of a cause--effect relationship be used as a criterion for confidence in the effect estimates? There is also a further concern to be raised based on empirical studies: There is evidence that deficiencies in the internal validity of a study may lead to exaggerated treatment effects ([@R12]). This has been illustrated in observational studies that indicate quite convincingly that postmenopausal oestrogen therapy protects from cardiovascular disease ([@R15]), while later randomized controlled trials indicate the opposite ([@R16],[@R17]). Another example of exaggerated effectiveness is that of selective prescribing leading to overestimation of the benefits of lipid-lowering drugs ([@R18]). Numerous observational studies have reported strong relationships of the effect of prevention on health outcomes that have later been contradicted by randomized controlled trials ([@R19]). A multitude of methodological research has identified sources of bias in observational studies that are related to patient behaviours or underlying patient characteristics, the healthy-user effect, the healthy-adherer effect, confounding by functional status or cognitive impairment, and confounding by selective prescribing ([@R19]). Better adjustment for confounders in observational studies may not even be feasible without external validation studies ([@R20]).

A specific category of large magnitude of effect is created by circumstances where deterioration of the patient\'s condition is inevitable but treatment provides instantaneous or steadily increasing and clinically predictably improvement---e.g. epinephrine for anaphylactic shock or dialysis for increasing life expectancy in terminal renal failure. In these cases the effectiveness of the treatment is obvious, and there is usually no controversy among professionals. In estimating the degree of effectiveness in these particular cases one may use the method proposed by Glasziou et al. ([@R21]). However, there are cases in which there is apparently a very large magnitude of effect, but a deeper insight indicates that e.g. due to variation in the severity of the disease the magnitude of the effect is actually not clear. For example hip replacement for severe osteoarthritis increases function and decreases pain. In this case, due to lack of randomized trials assessing effectiveness of hip replacement in comparison with natural course or conservative treatment, the magnitude of effect in severe osteoarthritis is uncertain, and in milder cases of osteoarthritis the effectiveness is not at all clear. Effectiveness of hip replacement, at least for the less severe cases of osteoarthritis, should be studied in randomized trials, as findings from observational studies will remain uncertain due to potential for confounding by indication, by other baseline differences, and due to other potential biases related to observational studies. To sum up, while a large magnitude of effect is according to GRADE supposed to increase one\'s confidence in the effectiveness estimate, there is plenty of evidence indicating that it should rather make one wary of potential bias.

The second GRADE criterion that can be considered to increase one\'s confidence in the evidence of effectiveness is a dose-response gradient between the intervention and outcome. Conceptually this is a matter of the relationship between cause and effect and thus a property of the studied causal relationship, the establishment of which is one of the objectives of the systematic review. For this reason, it is conceptually problematic to use this criterion as an external measure of one\'s confidence in the results. Empirically, a dose-response gradient is found mainly in studies assessing the etiology of diseases, e.g. there is a dose-response gradient between tobacco smoking and the risk of lung cancer. On the contrary, when dealing with the effectiveness of interventions, a dose-response gradient is often lacking, e.g. drug treatments may not exhibit a linear relationship between dose and effect ([@R22]). Furthermore, the dose-response gradient can be confounded, e.g. by severity of the disease which may be a more powerful effect modifier than the dose-response pattern ([@R23]). Furthermore, when there is evidence of a dose-response relationship between treatment and outcome, no distinction needs to be made between evidence coming from a randomized trial or from an observational study when deciding whether to increase one\'s confidence in the evidence of effectiveness.

The third GRADE criterion that has the potential to increase one\'s confidence in the evidence is the case where one can reasonably assume that all plausible residual confounding would further support inferences regarding treatment effect. This criterion is one that would be considered in the discussion section of a paper, since the study itself is not able to provide an empirical documentation to assess whether this criterion has been actualized. Conceptually it is a matter of the internal validity of the study in situations where it has not been possible to document all relevant confounders, which therefore cannot be adjusted for in the statistical analysis. The concern here is how one can know whether the hidden confounders have been actualized or not in a particular study---and furthermore, in cases where the confounders would have been documented and adjusted for, what would have been the impact on the effect estimate? This difficulty is illustrated above in the case of observational studies versus randomized controlled trials.

The GRADE method for summarizing the quality of evidence {#s5}
========================================================

The GRADE method gives a weighting to the eight criteria. In the case of risk of bias, an inconsistency in results across studies, serious deficiencies in the indirectness of evidence, imprecision, and publication bias would lead to a one-level decrease in the grade given to the quality of evidence, while very serious deficiencies would lead to a two-level decrease (in the latter case, for example, high-level evidence will be downgraded to low-level evidence) ([@R4]). In cases where there is a large magnitude of effect, the level of evidence may be increased by one level, and in cases where there is a very large magnitude of effect, it would be increased by two levels. If there is a dose-response gradient, the level of evidence can be increased by one level. In cases where hypothetical control for all plausible residual confounding would be expected to support inferences regarding a treatment effect, the level of evidence can be increased by one level.

Finally the points are summarized together in order to reach the final rating of the quality of evidence. Randomized controlled trials start from a high level and observational studies start from a low level.

My concern in the calculation of the final confidence in the evidence is, as described above, firstly related to the potential of all the eight items to reflect accurately the trustworthiness of the causal relationships. In my opinion, only three of the criteria--- risk of bias, inconsistency of the findings, and publication bias--- are valid for an assessment of the grade of evidence in systematic reviews. Decreasing the grades of evidence based on these three criteria is thus justified---although there is a need to consider the weighting of these criteria. If the risk of bias in all randomized trials is very high indeed, decreasing the grade of evidence by only two grades (e.g. evidence quality changes from high level to low level) may not be enough, but rather the most appropriate decision could be to decrease the grade of evidence by three grades (e.g. evidence quality move from high level to very low level). An obvious example of this is a situation where all the 12 relevant quality items for a randomized trial ([@R24]) are considered, but no trial meets any of these or all trials include fatal flaws (e.g. more than 50% loss to follow-up).

Another concern is related to the conceptual heterogeneity of the eight items in calculating the decisive level for confidence in the point estimate. When conceptually different entities are summarized together, defining the precise nature of that confidence in the evidence becomes impossible. In addition, presentations of these different concepts obtain similar weights (− 1 or − 2, zero, + 1, + 2), which are then summarized to reach the final estimate for confidence in the results. I think that the conceptual and empirical basis for this weighting, the suggested threshold values for obtaining each weight, as well as the way of simply summarizing together values representing different concepts have not been justified in a satisfactory manner in the articles describing the GRADE method. In a paper on the overall ratings of confidence in effect estimates, the potential for arriving at a non-plausible grading of evidence in summing up the points of each of the validity criteria has been addressed ([@R25]). In these cases it is suggested that the gestalt of the confidence in estimates of effect is considered before arriving at the final decision. I think that the need for this recent additional guidance illustrates the problems related to the conceptual heterogeneity of the eight items and to the method for weighting these items and finally calculating the level of evidence.

I consider the GRADE method laudable for having brought also observational studies into the assessment of the effectiveness of interventions. I think, however, that the methodological rigour (lack of risk of bias) of each particular study should be the primary criterion by which to judge the reliability of produced evidence. Observational studies have an inherent advantage over randomized trials in the often superior adherence to the interventions compared with the experimental designs. Moreover, methodological developments recently introduced have used instrumental variables to compensate for the lack of randomization ([@R26]). I think that qualities specific to observational studies should be considered when determining the quality of evidence that these studies provide ([@R27]). Although the risk of bias in observational studies is usually higher than in randomized trials, observational studies may, for some study questions, provide more reliable results. Thus appraising observational studies consistently and in a uniform manner as methodologically weak and starting at the grade of low quality may not reflect each particular research context appropriately.

Conclusions {#s6}
===========

It is suggested that assessing the quality of evidence in systematic reviews should be based on the degree of internal validity of each study and the consistency of findings across clinically homogeneous studies and, when feasible, also on publication bias. In cases of very high risk of bias, the grade of evidence should be decreased by three grades (e.g. from high level to very low level) instead of decreasing by only two grades, as suggested by the GRADE method.
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